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This paper focuses on the variety of speech report constructions in Ainu (in the South West
Hokkaido dialects of Chitose and Saru) which have been previously analyzed in terms of the
dichotomy: direct vs. indirect speech. Here, following Aikhenvald [1, p.10], I accept a
continuum approach which implies that a language may have so-called semi-direct speech
report construction(s) occupying middle ground between direct and indirect speech reports.

All the attested speech report constructions in Ainu are encoded by complex sentences with
the subordinate clause (italicized in the examples) preceding the main clause. However, they
differ from one another in a number of structural and functional ways. Compare:

Direct speech
(1) a. “kani k=arpa wa eci=kore                    kusu ne na” sekor ku=hawean…
  I  1SG.S=go and 1SG.S+2SG.O=give     intention COP FIN QUOT 1SG.S=say
   ‘“I am going to go for your sake”, I said.’ [3, p. 377]
  b. ?“k=arpa wa eci=kore na!” sekor Ø=hawean…

 1SG.S=go and 1SG.S+2SG.O=give FIN QUOT 3SG.S=say
   ‘“I shall go for your sake”, he said.’ [3, p. 377]

Semi-direct speech
(2) “asinuma arpa=an kusu ne na hani!”sekor Ø=hawean.

INDEF go=IND.S.INTR intention COP FIN EX QUOT 3.S=say
 ‘“I shall go!” he said.’ (lit. ‘“Someone will go!” he said.’) [3, p. 373]

Indirect speech
(3) Ø=arpa kusu ne yak Ø=Ø=ye

3.S=go intention COP COMPL 3.S=3.O=say
 ‘He said that he would go.’ [3, p. 373]

The most prominent feature of Ainu speech report constructions is that the 1st person
pronouns kani (1SG) and coka (1PL.EXCL) and the corresponding verbal agreement affixes (ku=
1SG.S.TR/INTR, ci= 1PL.S.EXCL.TR, =as 1PL.S.EXCL.INTR, en= 1SG.O, un= 1PL.O) may freely
occur in direct speech subordinate clauses only when the subject of the main clause is the same
1st person, as in (1a). If the reporter quotes someone, i. e. the 3rd or 2nd persons, who are making
statements about themselves, the use of the 1st person pronouns in direct speech is only
marginally  possible  (1b).  In  such  cases,  in  order  to  refer  to  1st person original author, the
reporter normally employs the indefinite pronouns asinuma ‘someone’  and aoká(y) ‘some
people’ (and the corresponding agreement affixes on the predicate a= IND.SG/PL.S.TR, =an
IND.SG/PL.S.INTR, i= IND.SG/PL.O)1 and thus dissociates himself from the original author (2); this

1 Indefinite pronouns and affixes are used not only in their proper function to refer to a generalized or indefinite subject and
object, but also have a number of special usages in colloquial and folklore Ainu: 1SG/PL in quotation (e.g. (2)), 1PL inclusive,
2SG/PL honorific and 1SG/PL in folklore (discussed below). Traditionally, the materially identical indefinite pronouns are treated
as homonymous forms expressing different meanings, but, in my opinion, they should be regarded as specific usages of the
indefinite pronouns although their actual references may vary considerably (for details see [2, p.25]).



usage is regarded here as semi-direct speech. In fact, the use of indefinite pronouns and affixes
with the reference to 1st person is qualified here as the adjustment of personal deixis in the
subordinate clause to the perspective of the reporter, which looks like a kind of indirect speech,
while 2nd person reference (no examples here) is left unchanged to fit in to the perspective of the
original author of the speech report, and the syntactic construction is also the same as that of
direct speech.

Semi-direct speech mode is of great importance for all Ainu dialects since it is commonly
used in folktales of most genres which are traditionally narrated from the protagonist’s point of
view. By using the indefinite pronouns and affixes, the reporter who recites a folktale
dissociates himself from the protagonist-narrator within the story whose real name or identity is
usually revealed only in the very end of the story (in fact, a folktale may be often regarded as
one complex sentence with semi-direct speech!). In daily speech, the semi-direct speech report
construction (2) has been attested only for Saru and Chitose Ainu dialects, but that is probably
due to the lack of relevant descriptive data for other dialects.

In indirect speech, there is a typical shift in personal deixis to fit in with the perspective of
the reporter: the words spoken in the 1st person in direct speech are accordingly changed to the
person of the main predicate in indirect speech (3), unless the subject of the main predicate is
the same 1st person, as in (1a), the 2nd person (addressee) is changed to the 1st person. The clause
final markers with modal meanings in the embedded indirect speech clauses are usually omitted,
cf. (1), (2) and (3), the particles na and hani are absent in (3).

There are certain syntactic distinctions between direct/semi-direct and indirect speech
constructions in Ainu. The differences are:
1) The employment of different reporting markers: sekor for direct/semi-direct reports (1), (2)
and yak (3), kuni/kunak for indirect reports; the former is interpreted as an adverbial
conjunction and the latter ones as nominalizing particles which serve as complementizers.
2) A direct/semi-direct speech clause is usually followed by an intransitive verb, as in (1), (2)
while an indirect speech clause is usually introduced by a transitive verb (3). Hence the
different interpretation of the syntactic function of the subordinate clause: direct/semi-direct
speech is interpreted as an adverbial clause functioning as a modifier of the main predicate and
indirect speech is interpreted as a complement clause functioning as an object argument.

Abbreviations: 1 / 2 / 3 = 1st /2nd / 3rd person, Ø = zero-marked 3rd person, COP = copula, EX =
exclamatory particle, EXCL = exclusive, FIN = final particle, IND = indefinite person affix, INDEF
= indefinite pronoun, COMPL = complementizer, INTR = intransitive verb, O = object, PL = plural,
QUOT = quotation marker, S = subject, SG = singular, TR = transitive verb.
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